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President’s Corner

By Mo Wise
With high gas prices on everyone’s minds, it makes me consider taking a closer look at hybrid vehicles.
No, I am not selling my Vette. According to my license plate frame, it’s already a hybrid as it burns gas
AND rubber!
But seriously, for my other gas vehicles trying to remember to fill up at ½ tank just to avoid seeing triple
digits at the gas pump is turning into a headache. Rumors abound that Corvette is coming out with an
“electrified” car. Articles written in late April announce that the hybrid is due some time in 2023 with
subsequent all-electric versions to follow that.
So, what does this mean for those of us that love the sound of a rumbling exhaust? There’s an old movie
(circa 2011) called The Dilemma. It’s a comedy about two best friends that invent something that gives
electric cars the muscle car rumble. Will this be our future? Virtual sound coming from our cars? Now
I know better than to race any electric car when the stoplight turns green, but I always brag that I sound
better coming off the line. If they invent virtual rumbling, I’ll no longer have this bragging right. So,
what’s a girl who loves the smell of race fuel in the morning going to do? My answer is to baby-step into
this brave, new world of limited fuel vehicles.
We have two SUVs, and the plan of the day is to replace one of them with a hybrid SUV. Research is
exhausting since you must now consider battery life, durability, combined mileage, etc. I’m not ready to
go full electric because I already know what’s going to happen…..big brother is going to get us addicted
and then our utility prices will skyrocket.
When I used to hear this discussion about the proposed hybrid Corvette and even the all-electric one, I
was quick to give a thumbs down to the idea. However, I’m sure once they become available, they will
have a large crowd around them at Cars & Coffee. I have decided to open my mind to accepting it. Just
like when I first saw the new C8 design. I wasn’t sure that I would like it, but it’s grown on me, and I like
the customizations that many of our members have done to their C8.
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While I don’t plan to get on the waiting list for a hybrid or electric Corvette (whenever that list becomes
available), I will take a closer look at it. For now, I’ll continue to hang on to my “old technology” Z06
since it will be the last of the front engine fire-breathing dragons with real-live sound coming from the
exhaust.
Mo
Save the Wave

Corvette Waves
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Vice President’s Message

Sandy Savanich

Entrance to Embarcadero Marina and Plastic Fantastic

Greetings Corvette fans and welcome to May 2022.
During this time of year, PCC member, John Iest would normally be gearing us up for
our club participation in Plastic Fantastic, the biggest Corvette gathering this side of
the Mississippi. Sadly, for the third year in a row, the organizers decided to cancel
due to concerns with Covid. We can only hope that 2023 will mark the return of this
highly anticipated event. I heard a rumor that we won some awards in the past, so
let’s go “in force” and do it again next year!
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If you’re new to the Corvette family and have never heard of Plastic Fantastic, let me
pull you from under that rock and explain. I’m not talking about the 2009 book
“Plastic Fantastic, How The Biggest Fraud In Physics Shook The Scientific World”.
That’s about a physicist who was working in the field of microelectronics and who
was able to repeatedly fabricate scientific results to mislead his collaborators and
others. Or the Dutch initiative Plastic Fantastic that collects plastic litter to be reprocessed into new products. I’m talking about the biggest Corvette enthusiast
gathering that’s put on by the North County Corvette Club in San Diego. This is big,
with over 70+ donors and 400 Corvettes in every size, shape and color.
I recall the first time that Bob and I went. We had just been voted in the month before,
so this was especially exciting because we were going to caravan somewhere for the
first time. I think we had about 20 cars and there was a palpable excitement in the air
as we drove south looking at the long line of Corvettes on a glorious, sunny morning.
Once we arrived, we were directed to a grassy area near the water, parked our cars
and preceded to take it all in. As with all PCC gatherings we had a relaxing lunch at a
nearby restaurant before we headed back out to our cars to enjoy the rest of the day.
As soon as the details for 2023 are released, we’ll let you know so you can clear your
calendar because you DO NOT want to miss this event!
RECENT PCC EVENTS
April 1-2 – Borrego Springs Run to La Casa Del Zorro Resort & Spa- Coordinators:
Peter and Susan Dolbee
April 6 - PCC Monthly Meeting at Campus Jax, 3950 Campus Drive, Newport Beach
at 6:30 PM (Note new start time!)
April 10- San Diego Automotive Museum & Picnic In The Park - Coordinators:
Mo and Marker Wise
April 22 – Food Court Friday – 5521 Alton Parkway, Irvine 6:00 pm- Coordinators:
Nancy & Ray Marshall
April 29-May 1 -Hyundai Monterey Sports Car Championship at Laguna Seca
Raceway- Coordinator: Dan Fost
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April 29- Info Only Non-PCC Event - San Clemente High Auto Academy Car Show 58 PM

MAY PCC EVENTS
May 4 - PCC Monthly Meeting at Campus Jax, 3950 Campus Drive, Newport Beach
at 6:30 PM
May 7- Kick The Tires Breakfast Meeting at Knowlwood’s, 5 Freeway and Sand
Canyon
May 12-14 – Info Only Non-PCC event- Gamblers Classic 22 All Corvette Show, by
Corvettes of Bakersfield at Laughlin, NV
May 13- Food Court Friday – Crossroads Shopping Center, 3996 Barranca Parkway
Irvine, 6 PM -Coordinators: Ray and Nancy Marshall (Note: this is a different location
than last month’s event)
May 15- Plastic Fantastic – HAS BEEN CANCELLED

JUNE PCC EVENTS
June 1 - PCC Monthly Meeting at Campus Jax, 3950 Campus Drive, Newport Beach
at 6:30 PM
June 4 – Exotic Cars, Coffee & Vines – HAS BEEN CANCELLED
June 11 – USS Midway Museum Tour – Coordinator: Mike Corlett, Depart Carl’s Jr
at 8:15. Tour 10:00-12:00 Lunch TBD. (Go online to buy your tickets to save time on
event day)
June 18 – OC Cars and Coffee at the San Clemente Outlets - Coordinators Bob &
Sandy Savanich, Depart Carl’s Jr, San Juan by 8:00 AM-Please RSVP
June 26 – The Marvelous Wonderettes Musical Comedy – Coordinators: Gary &
Joyce Uchino, Lyceum Theater, 55 Fair Drive., Costa Mesa, 2:00 PM Show. Buy Tickets
Now!
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June 30 – National Corvette Day Event – Coordinator: Mo and Marker Wise -Details
shortly

JULY PCC EVENTS
July 6 - PCC Monthly Meeting at Campus Jax, 3950 Campus Drive, Newport Beach
at 6:30 PM
Registration Note: September 24- Cruisin’ For A Cure at OC Fairgrounds
https://cruisinforacure.com/

Registration is open. Go online now!

Future events for AUGUST – DECEMBER along with additional information for
all events can be found on the club calendar at www.PCCVettes.org.
As VP I’m tasked with scheduling all PCC events and managing the club calendar.
When you’re ready to host an event, please contact me with your proposed dates to
confirm availability. Prepare your flyer with details and send it to me ASAP to be
added to the PCC calendar.
(Historian suggestion for your event flyers- would be helpful to include a request
that pictures from your event be sent to the Historian at: historian@pccvettes.org.)
Please note that only those members on the VP agenda will be scheduled to promote
their event 2 months in advance. This will help us stay on track to close the meeting on
time. Events that include overnight stays, or those that require funds be made in
advance, will have additional opportunities to speak.
If you would like to promote your event at a future meeting, please call me so I can add
you to the agenda.

Save The Wave..It’s Corvettetiquette!

Corvette Waves
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May Celebrations
Anniversaries
Ellis Delameter & Mary Lou Lambert

May 5

Harold & Sheryl Brunski

May 21

Birthdays
Rich Vente

May 5

Peter Dolbee

May 7

Rick Alpert

May 9

Joanne Walsh

May 12

Sandy Savanich

May 15

Marilyn Parker

May 16

John Ridgely

May 20

David McCue

May 25

Susan Ridgely

May 25

John Fuchs

May 25

Gary Altergot

May 31

Years In Club
Year Joined

Date Voted In

Years

Ray & Nancy Marshall

2001

05/01/2000

21

Howard & Barbara Foss

2007

05/02/2007

15

Mark & Patty Smith

2014

05/07/2014

8

Richie & Kandra Longo

2017

05/03/2017

5

Norm & Jackie Dangelo

2020

05/06/2020

2

Mike O’Conner & Joni Knapp

2020

05/06/2020

2

Please note: Birthday and Anniversaries come from information on the PCC Roster.
on the roster. He will ignore you unless you offer him a bribe.

If there is an error, please contact Ted Sickles to update the information

When the Batmobile’s designer customizes a Corvette,
this happens
Grace Houghton for Hagerty Media

Nostalgia is a funny thing. It can inspire meticulous restorations of historically or sentimentally important
vehicles. It can also result in the, ah, rather polarizing Corvette before you. This is no amateur effort, by
the way. A legitimate representative of the “neoclassic” trend popular in the ’70s and ’80s, this 1969
Corvette is the second of roughly 12 examples customized by hot-rodding legend George Barris.
Barris, the creator of the original Batmobile, wasn’t above following the current fashion once in a while—
turbine-powered dragsters and sofa-equipped Toronados aside. He even indulged a friend for this
particular Corvette build. Frank Monteleone had already commissioned a “kustomized” 1941 and ’56
Ford from the Barris shop, and evidently, he thought that the 1969 model year could use a little
improvement.
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Under the hood sits a 350-cubic-inch V-8, the default offering for the second year of the Corvette’s third
generation. This car’s four-speed automatic, however, does put it among a more select group: Only 8161
(out of 38,762) cars were fitted with Chevy’s Turbo Hydra- Matic. But you’re wondering what exactly
Barris did to America’s sports car, no?
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Barris’ vision of “a 1930s-style modern sports car” started with a lengthened frame. He then stretched
the hood, replacing the Corvette’s horizontal grille with a Parthenon-esque, upright radiator shell that juts
outward from the fascia’s horizontal plane. He framed this schnoz with headlights stolen from a Ford
Granada, stamping new lines into the fiberglass hood to emphasize the cab-back proportions. He raked
the windshield, added a center spine, and worked a V into its top contours to mirror the cowl. (The
convertible top was customized to fit the new roof silhouette.)
Though Chevrolet did
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offer side-exit exhaust systems for the ’69 model year, and many cars were retrofitted with them, the
quad-exit setup on the Barris car is for show only.
The rear deck gained two streamlined humps behind each seat and, naturally, rocket-style taillamps.
Barris didn’t overlook the details, either: Check out the pinstriping around the gas cap and on the rear
decklid, the caps on the wheels with the Barris crest, and the plaque in the side cove behind the “exhaust.”
It is, as they say, a look—and you can adopt it if you like. The author is an avid fan of the 1969 Corvette
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and cannot, under any circumstances other than military-grade torture, imagine choosing the Barris
version over what God and Chevrolet originally intended. Barris’ mechanical dexterity here, though, is
objectively worthy of admiration. And if good art is meant to disturb, well then this is great art.
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Food Court Friday Night Returns!
Nancy Marshall
Everyone was waiting for us to resume our monthly Al Fresco Food Court Friday Night, an event we’ve
had off & on for the past several years. With covid waning and the weather warming, it was about time.
For those who don’t know, this event is a very relaxed get-together for dinner at a local food court (mostly
in Irvine). We meet around 6 p.m., everyone buys the meal of their choice, and we all sit together to
partake of good food and chat with our PCC buddies. There is no sign-up needed. We’re glad to say that
the weather cooperated for us.
The first of the season was on April 22nd, coincidentally Ray’s birthday. We met at Oak Creek Plaza, on
the corner of Alton & Jeffrey in Irvine. Sandy Savanich arrived with an armful of birthday balloons.
Pattie Smith brought homemade brownies and I contributed birthday cupcakes. We had a good turnout
of around 20 members, including Gary & Joyce Uchino, Gina & Dave McCue, Harvey & Cate Riggs,
Sandy & Bob Savanich, Mark & Pattie Smith, Dan Fost, and John Iest. We were happy to see long-lost
members Jim Rufus & Carole Deering, whom we hadn’t seen in a couple of years. We were also glad to
see prospective members Cynthia & Roy and Richard & Sonia. We all hit it off right away and it was a
delight to get to know them better. It is always so interesting to hear everyone’s story and discover how
much we have in common.
Our next Food Court Friday Night will be on May 13th at The Crossroads in Irvine.
Come one, come all. We’d love to see you!

Birthday Boy Ray
RRaRayRay

Cynthia, Pattie & Sandy

Corvette Waves
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Dan & Dave

Cate & Harvey

Sandy & Mark

Gary & Carole

Newbies Richard & Sonia

May 2022

Newbies Roy & Cynthia

Ray & Bob

Dave & Jim
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My Corvette History
Pete Dolbee
It all started in high school in Fullerton. My best friend and I were both car nuts. He had bought a ’56
Chevy, and I had a ’53 Studebaker Hawk. He painted his Honduras Maroon and added a Hurst shift kit
on the floor for the 3-speed stick. I think he added a Sun tachometer and, of course, cutouts and glass
pack mufflers. He put slicks on it, and it couldn’t make a hill approaching our high school if it rained.
No traction.
My Studebaker was green with a liberal dose of primer, very short (and loud) glass packs, and no hood. I
remember the car rattled a lot, but the exhaust noise drowned out the rattles if you put your foot in it a bit.
For some reason, I can still remember driving the Studebaker to Knott’s Berry Farm. Don’t know why I
remember that, though.
Many of our friends and acquaintances had hotrods and fast cars during that era. My next-door neighbor
had a ’57 Ford 312 with 2 four-barrel carburetors. He replaced it with a ’61 Ford Galaxie, 390 3-speed.
Around the corner, one of his friends had a ’40 Ford with an Oldsmobile V8. He lost control of it in
Carbon Canyon, hit a telephone pole, and killed himself. Down the street was a ’50 Olds fastback. Not
fast, but it looked cool. But the car I remember most was a ’61 Corvette some girl’s boyfriend owned. It
was white with a red interior and had Hawaii license plates. It was hot, and therefore so was he.
The C1
So anyway, my friend and I must have both been stricken by the ‘Vette bug, because we both ended up
with one. Mine was a ’56. When I bought it, it was all in primer, just like those dull finished cars you see
around these days (I don’t like them). The notes on the back of one of my old pictures indicate it was a
283 bored an 8th to 301 cubic inches. It had a ’65 Corvette cam (generally called a Dontov cam after Zora
Arkus-Duntov, the GM engineer widely known as the father of the Corvette), 11:1 pistons, a Carter “E”
AFB carburetor, a ’62 Vette close ratio 4 speed, and a 3:55 rear end. It had both tops. Quite the runner!
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I was determined to make it my own, so I took it to J&D Corvettes in Bellflower, where they filled in the
exhaust ports in the rear quarter panels and removed the fake scoops on top of the front fenders. Guess I
knew how to destroy the value of a classic car! I had it painted a pale yellow, probably not a factory color,
and drove it for several years. Ultimately, I traded it with another friend for his ’64 Corvair Spyder, right
before I was to report for basic training on my way to Vietnam.
My friend’s car was a blue ’59 ‘Vette, 283 bored an 8th with a cam and, a 4-speed. I can’t remember much

about the car, but here’s a picture of the two of us with our cars. For the life of me, I can’t figure out why
we both removed the grills in our cars! I’m the one with shoes on.
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The C2
After my stint in the Army, I got married, moved back to Fullerton, bought, and subsequently sold a Honda
750 motorcycle, finished college, was well-along in my CPA career and had two kids (in that order). It
was time for another crack at the world of Corvettes. I bought a ’66 327 convertible (I like to call them
roadsters, but Chevrolet trumps the language on this issue). It was, of course, a 4 speed, and as I recall
was rated at 350 horsepower. It had both tops. I bought it from a couple in Westminster with something
like 27,000 miles on it. I paid about $3,500 for it.
I was much kinder to this car, leaving the body pretty much alone. I did replace the cam with a Duntov
cam and solid lifters. I had to pull the brake calipers and send them to Florida to be sleeved with steel
inserts because the OEM calipers were aluminum that pitted and were therefore dangerous. I also installed
American “daisy” mags. Otherwise, it was pretty much stock. I went back to J&D Corvettes and had it
“cherried out” and repainted in its original “silver pearl” paint. I had this car for 11 years with a total
investment of about $8,000 and ultimately sold it for $14,800. I still remember that amount because it’s
the only car I have ever sold at a profit.
Here are some pictures of the ’66
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The C5
I bought a new C5 Corvette sometime in 1997 (I think). It was red. It had a black interior. I bought it
from a dealership without Susan’s knowledge, brought it home, and parked it in the garage. I told her that
there was a new green car in the garage. She is not color blind, nor did she kill me.
Here’s what I don’t remember about that car:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Which dealership I bought it from.
What it looked like (Susan and I looked and looked and could find no pictures of it).
How much I drove it.
Whether I was a member of PCC when I owned it (I don’t think so).
How long I had it.
Who got it after me.

The C6
Fortunately, I have more knowledge about this car, which I bought in late 2004. It was crystal red with a
black interior. I remember running out of gas in this car on Portola Parkway before the 241-toll road was
complete on a dark night driving back to Coto from my office in Irvine. Our daughter Melissa had to
come to fetch me.

This car was my daily driver, but we also enjoyed weekends and
vacations in it. We took a trip to Borrego Springs with Bruce and
Debbie Robinson and former PCC member Bill Barnett (he’s moved
on to that German sports car brand and I won’t speak to him
anymore). On the way, we stopped just outside Julian for the night
at a small place that I had reserved. It was horrible! I remember the
hot tub was in an enclosed space that smelled…..funny. The rooms
were small and cramped. It was also cold that night, and the rooms
were cold too. Here’s what it looked like when we got up in the
morning.

I remember driving down the hill to Borrego Springs with the snow
melting and falling off the car as we reached the warmth of the
desert.
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For some reason, I wanted to trick out the interior of the car, so I took it to a shop in Santa Ana where they
replaced the black seat inserts and the center armrest with tan leather. They also added embroidered
Corvette logos on the seats. It smelled better than stock and looked good.
I sold the car to a guy in Washington state who flew down to pick it up and drove it back.
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We joined PCC when we had this car. At the time, the club was meeting at Hoff’s Hut in Irvine. I don’t
think the restaurant is there anymore. I have proof we were in the club as noted in the pictures below.
That’s important because the PCC roster doesn’t show when we joined the club, so maybe I’ll convince
the powers that be to recognize the date we joined as being during this era.
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I have one more picture of this car to share. This one is with Bruce Robinson and Susan standing next to
his car with ours in the background. I can’t remember why he was cozying up to my wife, but next time
I see him……
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The C7
The C7 is a phenomenal car, and this was no exception. It was my first
automatic Corvette. I broke down and bought an automatic so Susan
could drive it. I think she actually did about 3 times. I was not unhappy
with the choice, though, as the eight-speed automatic in the C7 is
excellent. I loved this car and would probably still own it if the C8 hadn’t
been such an amazing advancement of the brand. As with all later
Corvettes, it was reliable, fast, and fun.

We owned it for as long as we could until the C8 was built and on its way. I got two reasonable offers for
the car: one from the local Honda dealer in Rancho Santa Margarita, and a better one from Simpson
Chevrolet. I’m sure Simpson made money on it, as it was still pristine since Susan didn’t drive it much.
Here are a few pictures:
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The C8
I’m not going to say too much about the C8 other than to note it is the best car GM has ever built. It is
not without its faults, but it is amazing. The metallic red for the 2020 model year was not my favorite, so
after three red Corvettes, I reverted to silver, like my C2. I went with the “natural dipped” (tan) interior
after seeing a Porsche that Jerry Seinfeld owns with that color combination, and I am glad I did. I think
it looks classy.
I plan on noting its best features and its weaknesses in a future article, so I’ll close with some photos and
let it go at that.
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Things I Carry in My Corvette
Bob Savanich
I’ve been thinking about what I carry in my Corvette when Sandy and I go for a ride.
One of the first items I purchased for our Vette was a Bracketeer fire extinguisher bracket and a Halon
extinguisher. I had seen too many videos on-line of cars going up in flames on the side of the road. A
second reason is to help someone else extinguish a car fire. As of this writing I’ve yet to use it. That suits
me just fine.
The second “Safety” device I purchased was an air compressor
from Costco. The first time I used the compressor was at Plastic
Fantastic a few years ago. Not for my car but for a fellow PCC
member. I won’t divulge his name, but he and his wife drive two
(2) Yellow Vettes, LOL. The secret member had a low tire he
discovered just before we were to leave the event. Presto, problem
solved. Glad I was able to help. Said member has been a source
of information I have found invaluable over the years. So, I was
glad to help a friend. Thanks Ole Yeller. I have used it a few
times at home to check my tire inflation before a long trip or every
couple of months to assure long tire life.
Also, early on I purchased an anti-theft device called a Ravelco. The device is hard-wired into your wiring
harness and requires a male canon plug inserted into the female located in a secret place on the car.
Supposedly of the one million Ravelco units installed there has yet to be a failure to prevent theft.
Next, I purchased a really good “Jump Box” that I have used a few times for
fellow PCC’rs and “civilians” I know. The last time it came in handy, PCC
Cars and Coffee at the Outlets in San Clemente a few weeks ago.1 Our
Prospective member has a 69 Green Coupe. I also carry a set (4) “jack pads”
just in case they are needed.
No surprise to most members who know
us, I carry a variety of Adam’s Car Care
Products to keep “Johnny Red” looking sharp. Detail Spray, Waterless
Car Wash Spray, window cleaner, Costco detail rags, non-Latex
gloves, mechanic’s gloves LOL, two (2) folding chairs, a folding table,
a sunscreen to protect the dashboard, sunscreen for me, a front license
plate bracket with the front plate in case I get pulled over. A first aid
kit, some masks in case I’m in L.A. County. A PCC jacket, a blanket
just in case one of the ladies needs it.
1

[Ed]
That sounds like fun! Is it like a potato sack race? I would be laughing my ass off seeing this in action at
Cars and Coffee.
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Also, in my on-board arsenal is a good “Code
Reader”. I have used it not only on my car but a
fellow PCC member who also purchased the same
model2. Good to have one of these.
I also carry laminated copies of my “build sheet” and
“window sticker” for display at Cars and Coffee and
other events we attend. That’s all for now. I’m
approaching the deadline to get this in for the
newsletter so see ya later.
Maybe next month Dolbee will request pix of our trunks. I’m so ready for that3.

2

[Ed again]
Did Bob mean “him”? Does Bob have difficulty in reading? Is he involved in the slave trade
since it involves the purchase of a person?
3
Editor’s note: No, Dolbee will never ask what you carry in your trunk, primarily because there may be dead bodies
there or something else we don’t want to know about. If he’s referring to a human trunk, we don’t want to see that either. I
also don’t know how Savanich manages to fit a window cleaner and a code reader in his car with himself and Sandy, let alone
an air compressor, the jump box, and a bunch of other non-human things. With all those people and that stuff, he must have
the slowest Corvette in the club!
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When the Corvette Got a Major Change, It Revved
His Engine
Richard Hagenlock long wanted a mid-engine sports car, so buying one of the redesigned Chevrolet
Corvette Stingrays was a no-brainer
By A.J. Baime | Photography by Gabriel Nivera for The Wall Street Journal
April 30, 2022, 10:00 am ET

Richard Hagenlock, 68, a retired paint-company executive who lives in Santa Ana, Calif., on his 2021
Chevrolet Corvette Stingray C8, as told to A.J. Baime.

I was born and raised in South Dakota, in a town of some 1,500 people. My father owned an
automotive repair shop, and I worked there all the time. We did everything: automotive
mechanics, diesel mechanics, we fixed tractors, we had a small body shop. And we had a little
area to keep a car to work on when we weren’t working. That’s how I got into cars.
Let me tell you, in a town as small as this one, you did not ever see anything like a Porsche. You
might have had a poster of a Lamborghini Countach on your wall, but you were never going to
see one in person. For my friends and I, the Corvette was the car.
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Mr. Hagenlock grew up in South Dakota working in his father’s auto shop. ‘That’s how I got into cars,’
he says.

A stereo speaker with Stingray badging in the Corvette’s interior.

I particularly liked the 1968 Corvette—the first year of the third generation—with the big-block
engine. So that was what I worked toward. I finally got one, almost entirely totaled, around 1975,
and I rebuilt it. Then one day I got pulled over going…let’s just say I was in a hurry. It’s not a
good thing when your father is the service guy they call to come impound your car. He sold that
car, and I never saw it again.
I always knew that when I retired, I was going to buy a two-seat sports car, and I wanted a midengine car. A mid-engine car has the engine behind the driver and ahead of the rear axle. This
layout first caught on in the 1960s, and quickly almost all the major race cars and exotics became
mid-engine vehicles. Formula One cars, IndyCars, and many Lamborghinis, Ferraris and Porsches
today have the engine behind the driver for performance reasons. But for seven generations,
starting in 1953 when it was first launched, the Corvette remained a front-engine car.
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All that changed when General Motors put out the eighth-generation Corvette in model year 2020
as a mid-engine car for the first time. This was, for me, a no-brainer, because it was the car I loved
all my life, but now it became what we would call a mid-engine “exotic.”

The car’s disc brakes, housed inside aftermarket wheels that Mr. Hagenlock added.

First launched in 1953, the Corvette is now in its eighth generation.
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The vehicle’s front end sports the Corvette logo.

I cannot underestimate what a radical move this was in the Corvette world. For years there had
been exciting rumors. But never a car anyone could buy until the new generation. There are people
I know, die-hard Corvette fans, that don’t like the new mid-engine car because it bucks tradition.
But I love it. And for all that performance, it is still way cheaper than a Porsche 911.
I don’t drive it every day. My everyday driver is an electric Nissan Leaf, and my friends give me
a lot of grief for that. But early on Sunday mornings, I take out my Corvette and get together with
friends. We drive on great roads near where we live, and I have driven this car on amazing roads
through northern California.
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A close-up of a taillight. The paint color is called Torch Red.

‘I don’t drive like I did when I was a teenager,’ says Mr. Hagenlock, ‘but I still have a whole lot of fun.’
Appeared in the May 2, 2022, print edition of The Wall Street Journal as 'Revved by Corvette Redesign.'
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Garages of PCC

Bill Myers sent in these pictures of his garage, an homage to Corvettes, motorcycles, and racing.

Looks like there are too many
trophies for his house, so he
moved them to a place where
he
can
store
them
conveniently. Either that, or
Mary doesn’t like hardware in
the house. In either event,
there’s a lot of them!
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Dave Atkinson sent in
this picture of his 2017
GS in what appears to be
the cleanest garage in
California. This photo
was apparently taken
before the car was
unfortunately eaten by
the Monster of Borrego
Springs
(aka
Ray
Marshall’s
Uncle
Pinwhistle),
as
documented in last
month’s newsletter.

And here’s Joe Wicentowich’s
C7 in his Aliso Viejo garage,
parked close to his prize
“Galanz” retro refrigerator.
Fun fact: Galanz was founded
in 1978 as a trader of duck
feathers(!),
and
now
manufactures about half of the
world’s
microwaves
and
employs over 50,000 people.
And to think it’s not a wellknown name here. On the other
hand, the Corvette name is
probably not well known in
China, either.
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Pacific Coast Corvettes is pleased and grateful for the involvement
and support of the following sponsors:

____________________________________

Simpson Chevrolet appreciates the affiliation it has with Pacific Coast Corvettes and is proud to be a club
sponsor and participant with PCC and a major contributor to PCC’s Scholarship Program. We are pleased
to continue our sponsorship for an additional year, through 2021 and committed to contributing $1000 to
the club’s scholarship fund plus an additional $500 scholarship contribution for continued excellent
college academic performance for previous scholarship awardees.
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Speed Ventures is a motorsports group operating out of California which has been organizing track events
since 2001. We organize lapping days, driving schools, time trials, and races in California and Nevada,
providing a fun environment to learn the limits of your car and improve your driving abilities. We offer
instruction in performance-driving techniques, optional AMB transponder-based timing at all events, and
an opportunity to affordably live your dream of driving your car on a real racetrack. We can also arrange
for
race
car
rentals
and
professional
race-driving
instruction.
Our mission is to provide the highest quality track experience for the best value. With safety as a driving
concern, we strenuously work to make our events run smoothly and professionally. Additionally, we set
rigid registration limits to keep traffic to a minimum and maximize your driving enjoyment.

www.speedventures.com
(323) 973-7744
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Transforming the current capabilities of telemedicine, the award winning, clinical-grade MedWand
allows a doctor to gather info that typically requires an in-person visit over the internet in real time.
With MedWand, doctors and clinicians can conduct comprehensive video consultations and physical
exams over the Internet, including real-time monitoring and recording of key vitals. Collected data can
include core temperature, blood oxygen saturation and pulse rate, heart, lung and abdominal
auscultations, electrocardiogram, and high definition otoscopic, oropharynx, and dermatoscopic exam
images. MedWand can also seamlessly capture of 3rd party vitals such as blood pressure, blood sugar,
spirometry, weight, and body mass data, all integrated with popular EHR and patient management
solutions. The ergonomic MedWand and associated cloud-based software platform were created by a
team of physicians and medical device engineers to enhance the quality and accessibility of health care
services for clinicians and patients, regardless of physical location. The company offers MedWand and
VirtualCare software for applications that include hospitals, field clinics, nursing homes, schools, and
workplaces, wherever Internet access is available. For more information visit www.medwand.com.
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Selling Real Estate
as Fast as I drive this car!

While I may be newer to the area, I am not new to Real Estate. Coming from Silicon Valley, one of the
most competitive markets in California, I know what it takes to get your home sold or your offer accepted.
I obtained my license while working as a manager for a well-known company named after a certain fruit
(also known as the world’s most admired company). After leaving there to pursue real estate full time, I
would come full circle and work with a brokerage that provided relocation services to that same company!
• Licensed since 2008, Broker licensed since 2014
• Proud member of Orange County Realtors Association, CA Association of Realtors, National
Association of Realtors
• Awards received: Salesmaster Award ($5+ million in sales), Hall of Fame Award ($12.2+ million
in sales), two-time Presidents Club Award ($9.1+ million in sales), Women’s Council of Realtors
2012 Realtor Member of the Year
Mo Wise
Broker Associate/Realtor
eXp Realty of California, Inc.
Business email: Mo@Wiseplaces.com
(949) 449-0906
www.WisePlaces.com
DRE# 01842781
Let’s strategize on how I can accelerate your Real Estate dreams!
eXp Realty is nationwide - let me know how I can help your friends/family.
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Editor’s Notes
My humble apologies to our friend Bob Savanich for again tromping all over his stories. There were no
pictures in the article he submitted, but I could not resist embellishing it with a few to make it more
interesting. And then I thought it would be amusing to make the pictures create a far different viewpoint
than he intended. So, Bob, thank you for your submission, and please don’t kill me after you read this
issue of Corvette Waves.
Thanks also to Joe Wicentowich for the George Barris article, and Nancy Marshall for the one on Food
Court Friday.
And we should all thank Bill Meyers, Dave Atkinson, and Joe Wicentowich for their garage pictures. Isn’t
that fun?
And here’s, an interesting story about the article on Richard Hagenlock’s C8 from The Wall Street Journal.
I was talking to my high school friend pictured in my article about my Corvettes in this edition, and he
mentioned a WSJ article about the Corvette guy from Santa Ana. I read the article and thought I’d try to
look him up. Richard is on Facebook but obviously doesn’t use it. But I found him on Linked In, and he
had posted the WSJ article there. I commented on that posting, saying he should check out PCC. At the
May PCC meeting, there he was, already a prospective member! And now we have a celebrity in our
midst. I don’t think WSJ will get mad at me for using their article; at least I hope not.
Finally, I must comment on something that blew my mind. At our last Scholarship Committee meeting,
Dave Atkinson noted we needed to wrap things up with our interviews since he was traveling to Missouri
to visit a friend. I asked him where he was going in Missouri, and he said “Neosho”. I know, you’ve
never heard of it, but I have. It’s a small town in Southwest Missouri that I lived in as a pre-teenager for
four years, when my dad worked as personnel director of Rocketdyne’s plant where they built the rocket
engines for Apollo and other U.S. space programs there. It was only about 6 thousand people then, and
twice that now. What an amazing coincidence!
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